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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Designer: Rodolfo Dordoni

Lumiere 30th Table Lamp by
Foscarini

The Lumiere lights were designed by Rodolfo Dordoni in 1990
and have since become a bestseller and icon light for Foscarini.
Lumiere combines Dordoni's vision with Foscarini's philosophy,
bringing a balance between tradition and innovation. The lights
bring together two distinct materials, metal and glass, creating a
sensational impact where there are no boundaries and opposites
may meet. Over the last 30 years, the Lumiere lights evolved and
changed thus becoming a design icon. And as a true icon, the
light was ready to be renewed, without losing its identity. While all
previous lights took on different colours, today the light matures
and celebrates using two distinct glassblowing techniques - it is a
celebration of the collection's success.

Lumiere 30th table lamp is available in two sizes, small and large,
and you may choose a dimmable (dimmer switch) or non-
dimmable(on/off switch) version. The glossy white shade comes
with two patterns, the bulles and the pastilles. The Pastilles
version the glass takes on a classic faceted pattern ("ballotton")
which is created by using an incandescent paste, blown onto the
a diamond-shaped mould. Accordingly, the Bulles version is
created by using a mould with a plethora of points which in turn
creates all those bubbles, enclosed within the glass layers. Both
versions and sizes are available with a champagne-painted brush
aluminium base.

Refined and elegant the Lumiere 30th lamp provides a warm light
and will easily adapt to any interior setting. A light suitable for
contract projects, in hospitality as well as in residential spaces. A
perfect gift for your loved ones.

https://www.davidvillagelighting.co.uk/product/foscarini-lumiere-30th-table-lamp/21070


PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Light Source: Small - 1 x max 6.5W E14 LED (included)
Large - 1 x max 12W E27 LED (included)

IP Code: 20

Dimming: In line on/off switch included on cable
OR
In line dimmer included on cable.

Dimensions: Small
35 cm height
20 cm width
14 cm shade height
190 cm cable length

Large
45 cm height
27 cm base
17 cm shade height
200 cm cable length
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